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Young children and the media A welcome spotlight
The importance of media exposure in the
early years is beeing recognised in the
Children and Media project being undertaken by the Australian Research Alliance
for Children and Youth (ARACY). The focus of this project is to identify and act on
media strategies to enhance the wellbeing
of children in their early years (2 - 8), including how media are used, media and
digital literacy, and how to facilitate the
creation of content suitable for children.
This project examines the positive and
negative impact of media use on the wellbeing of children in this age range. More
details, including a discussion paper
can be found on the ARACY website at
h t t p : / / w w w. a r a c y. o r g . a u / i n d e x .
cfm?pageName=children_and_media
Meanwhile, two recent studies from different parts of the world have added to the
research evidence of the effects of early television exposure.
A study from child experts at the Université de Montréal, the Sainte-Justine University Hospital Research Center and the
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University of Michigan, published in the
Archives of Pediatrics & Adolescent Medicine, has found that television exposure at
age two forecasts negative consequences
for kids, ranging from poor school adjustment to unhealthy habits.
The participants were 1314 Canadian children from the Quebec Longitudinal Study
of Child Development. Parents were asked
about weekly hours of television watching
at 29 and 53 months for these children and
parent and teacher reports of academic,
psychosocial and health behaviours, and
body mass index at 10 years of age were
used.
“We found every additional hour of TV exposure among toddlers corresponded to a
future decrease in classroom engagement
and success at math, increased victimiza
tion by classmates, have a more sedentary
lifestyle, higher consumption of junk food
and, ultimately, higher body mass index,”
says lead author Dr. Linda S. Pagani, a psychosocial professor at the Université de
Montréal and researcher at the Sainte-Justine University Hospital Research Center.
The goal of the study was to determine the

impact of TV exposure at age 2 on future
academic success, lifestyle choices and general well being among children. “Between
the ages of two and four, even incremental
exposure to television delayed development,” says Dr. Pagani.
Pagani, L et al(2010) Prospective associations between early childhood television
exposur and academic, psychosocial, and
physical well-being by middle childhood
Archives of Pediatrics and Adolescent Medicine, 164(%), 425-431
Meanwhile, Japanese researchers found
that daily TV exposure at age 18 months
was associated with subsequent mental
health problems, particularly involving attention and socual skills.
The study of around 300 children found
that children who watched more television at 18 months were more likely to have
hyperactivity and attention problems and
scored lower on social skills, at 30 months
than children whose mothers reported less
or no television watching.
Cheng, S et al (2010) Early television exposure and children’s behavioral and social
outcomes at age 30 months. Journal of Epidemiology 20 (Suppl 2), S482-489

Sell-out seminar
Over
340
people
attended
the
sell-out
Bratz, Britney and Bralettes seminar on the sexualisation of
children in the media organised by ACCM and Kids Free
2B Kids on 13 May 2010 at Walford School Adelaide.

It’s tax time & there is still time to
make a tax deductible donation to
Australian Council on
Children & the Media
To support us in our campaign for
healthy use of the media go to
www.youngmedia.org.au
YOUNG CHILDREN & THE MEDIA
SEMINAR REPORT

Speakers at this seminar were Michael Carr-Gregg, well
known author and psychologist, Julie Gale, founding
Director of Kids Free 2B Kids, Rita Princi, child psychologist,
Professor Elizabeth Handsley, Law, Flinders University
and Anglican Archbishop Jeffrey Driver. The seminar was
chaired by Matthew Abraham from ABC Adelaide local
radio.
An overwhelming 98.7% of people who
completed our survey that evening, think that
“action needs to be taken about the current
sexualised media environment”. Over 70% of
these want “tighter government restrictions
or awareness”.
Photos show Michael Carr-Gregg (top L),
Archbishop Driver and part of the large
crowd.
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Young Children and the Media: a much
needed spotlight.
Most of the parenting projects developed in
the past 10 years by the Australian Council on
Children and the Media (ACCM) have focussed
on providing parents of children under the age
of 8, with strategies for healthy use of media.
This is because the evidence is that it’s best to
start early with shaping screen use habits: to
develop and maintain a balance between “reel”
life and real life.
Such habits and ongoing oversight by parents
can stand children in good stead later when their
media environment becomes more complex,
and includes the Internet, mobile phones and
computer games. It’s much harder later to try to
start cutting back and reducing dependence on
screens for entertainment.
ACCM has long lamented the fact that the
expenditure by governments on Internet safety
is not matched by expenditure on providing
parents with “safe use of all media” strategies.
Perhaps the publication of the ARACY
Discussion paper “Young Children and the

Media’ (see front page) and
ongoing project, will provide the
necessary catalyst and community
pressure for the provision of
much needed resources to support
parents in their demanding role of
media manager. As the paper says

Barbara Biggins
OAM
Hon CEO

“the influence of media is likely to
be greatest and most enduring on children aged
0 to 8 years, yet it has been less studied in this age
group, especially in Australia, than in children of
older age groups.” (Summary p vi)
With small resources, including some government and private foundation grants, the ACCM
has over the past 5 years researched and
published parent kits and resources such
as “Choosing fright-free, fight-free media”,
“Healthy viewing for healthy eating”, “TV and
your child”; “Mind over media”, “Keep your
children out of the firing line”, and numerous
Fact sheets on our web page. And the award
winning Know Before You Go movie review service
is entering its ninth year.
The reality and tragedy is that grants for similar
support programs are now almost non existent.
Surely, there must be someone out there who
cares about that??

Festival winners inspired by fires

episode broadcast of The Shak, a C (Children’s)
program.

A group of Melbourne primary school students
has taken top honours at Little Big Shots –
Melbourne’s International Film Festival for Kids
– with their claymation about how some children
affected by the Black Saturday bushfires were able
to turn a negative situation into a positive one.

The ACMA found that Nine’s broadcast of the
prize-giving segment during this C program,
where the principal program personalities
and presenters endorsed and recommended
a commercial product, was in breach of CTS 9
and 22. The ACMA also found that the segment
was embedded advertising and was not clearly
distinguishable from the program material, in
breach of CTS 15.

The film, Anna’s Doll, was made in 2009 by
grade five and six students at Yarraville West
Primary School. They developed their script by
cutting out newspaper clippings and pictures,
raising money and writing songs and stories
about the bushfires. On May 2, 2010, it was
judged the best Australian child-made film
in the 2010 Little Big Shots program by the
festival’s official 10-member children’s jury.
The jury of Melbourne children came together to
pick the three best Australian child-made films
and the three best Australian adult-made films
from this year’s crop of 26 Australian entries.
For more information go to the website at
http://www.littlebigshots.com.au

ACMA finds Nine breached Children’s
Television Standards
The Australian Communications and Media
Authority has found that TCN Channel Nine Pty
Ltd (Nine) did not comply with the Children’s
Television Standards 2005 (the CTS) in August
2009, in relation to a prize-giving segment in an

http://www.emailhosts.com/ct/ctcount.php?key=
009029720097777800044469

NEW BOOK

What’s happening to our boys?
How the new techologies,
drugs and alchol, peer
pressure and porn affect
our boys

Maggie Hamilton

http://www.maggiehamilton.org
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NEW PUBLICATIONS
ADVERTISING

Schwartz, MB; et al (2010)
Breakfast cereal industry pledges to
self-regulate advertising to youth: will
they improve the marketing landscape?
Journal of Public Health Policy, Vol. 31, No.
1, Pp59-73
Dept for Children, Schools & Families,
UK (2010)
The impact of the commercial world on
children’s wellbeing.
www.dcsf.gov.uk
Nelson, JP (2010)
What is learned from longitudinal
studies of advertising and youth
drinking and smoking? A critical
assessment.
Int Journal of Environmental Research and
Public Health, Vol. 7, No. 3, Pp870-926
Sutherland, LA; et al (2010)
Prevalence of food and beverage brands
in movies: 1996-2005.
Pediatrics, Vol. 125, No. 3, Pp468-474
Goren, A; et al (2010)
Predicting support for restricting food
marketing to youth.
Health Affairs, Vol. 29, No. 3, Pp419-424

COMPUTERS & INTERNET

Livingstone, S & Helsper, E (2010)
Balancing opportunities and risks in
teenagers’ use of the Internet: the role of
online skills and Internet self-efficacy.
New Media & Society, Vol. 12, No. 2, Pp309329
Jain, A (2010)
Temptations in cyberspace: New
battlefields in childhood obesity.
Health Affairs, Vol. 29, No. 3, Pp425-429
Morrison, CM & Gore H (2010)
The relationship between excessive
Internet use and depression: A
questionnaire-based study of 1,319
young people and adults.
Psychopathology, Vol. 43, No. 2, Pp121-126
National Cyber Security Alliance (2010)
The state of K-12 cyberethics, cybersafety and cybersecurity curriculum in
the United States.
www.staysafeonline.org
Blanchard, J & Moore, T (2010)
The digital world of young children:
Impact on emergent literacy.
www.pearsonfoundation.org
Johnson, JM (2010)
Internet use and child development:
Validation of the ecological technosubsystem.
Educational Technolgy & Society, Vol. 13,
No. 1, Pp176-185

Kiriakidis, SP & Kavoura, A (2010)
Cyberbullying: A review of the
literature on harassment through the
Internet and other electronic means.
Family & Community Health, Vol. 33, No. 2,
Pp82-93
Lenhart, A; et al (2009)
Social media & mobile Internet use
among teens and young adults.
www.pewinternet.org

MEDIA EFFECTS - HEALTH

MEDIA EFFECTS - SOCIAL

Shunyue, Cheng; et al (2010)
Early television exposure and children’s
behavioral and social outcomes at age
30 months.
Journal of Epidemiology, Vol. 20, Supp. 2,
PpS482-S489
Rideout, V; et al (2010)
GenerationM2: Media in the lives of
8-18-year-olds.
www.kff.org

Berntsen, S; et al (2010)
Obese children playing towards an
active lifestyle.
Int Journal of Pediatric Obesity, Vol. 37, No.
2, Pp256-274

Patchin, JW & Hinduja, S (2010)
Trends in online social networking:
adolescent use of MySpace over time.
New Media & Society, Vol. 12, No. 2, Pp197216

Milde-Busch, A; et al (2010)
The association between use of
electronic media and prevalence of
headache in adolescents: results from a
population-based cross-sectional study.
BMC Neurology, Vol. 10, AR 12

Buhler-Niederberger, D (2010)
Moral panics over contemporary
children and youth.
International Sociology, Vol. 25, No. 2,
Pp240-242

Lo, WS; et al (2010)
Adolescents’ physical activity:
Competition between perceived
neighborhood sport facilities and home
media resources.
Int Journal of Pediatric Obesity, Vol. 5, No. 2,
Pp169-176
Frieden, TR; et al (2010)
Reducing childhood obesity through
policy change: Acting now to prevent
obesity.
Health Affairs, Vol. 29, No. 3, Pp357-363
Custers, K & Van den Buick, J (2010)
Television viewing, computer game
play and book reading during meals are
predictors of meal skipping in a crosssectional sample of 12-14 and 16-yearolds.
Public Health Nutrition, Vol. 13, No. 4,
Pp537-543
Strasburger, V, Jordan, A, Donnerstein E
(2010)
Health effects of media on children and
adolescents.
Pediatrics, Vol. 125, No. 4, Pp756-767

MEDIA EFFECTS - PSYCHOLOGICAL

Huang, Fali (2007)
Dynamic treatment effect analysis of TV
effects on child cognitive development.
www.mysmu.edu/faculty/flhuang/paper/
TvEffect20070921.pdf
Mar, RA; Tackett, JL; Moore, C (2010)
Exposure to media and theory-of-mind
development in preschoolers.
Cognitive Development, Vol. 25, No. 1,
Pp69-78

Fidler, AE; Zack, E; Barr, R (2010)
Television viewing patterns in 6-18month-olds: The role of caregiver-infant
interactional quality.
Infancy, Vol. 15, No. 2, Pp176-196
Souza, M; Cabello, P (2010)
The Emerging Media Toddlers
The International Clearinghouse on
Children, Youth & Media, Sweden
Richards, R; et al (2010)
Adolescent screen time and attachment
to parents and peers.
Arch Pediatrics & Adolescent Medicine, Vol.
164, No. 3, Pp258-262

VIDEO GAMES

Schmierbach, M (2010)
”Killing spree”: Exploring the
connection between competitive game
play and aggressive cognition.
Communication Research, Vol. 37, No. 2,
Pp256-274

CONFERENCES
Early Childhood Australia
National Conference

Garla Bauondi :
Fuelling the fire
29 September - 2 October 2010

www.ecaconference.com.au
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WORLD NEWS
French children to study film classics
Secondary schools in France have been
ordered to screen classic films, including
French masterpieces as well as British,
Italian, American and Asian films, in a bid
to expand children’s knowledge of what is
called the “septième art” (seventh art).
“We teach literature, music and theatre
at school, and we believe it is essential
that cinema be taught as well,” said Costa
Gavros, president of Paris’s Cinémathèque
film archive. “It is absolutely vital,
especially because images play such a role
in our society. It is very important that
young people learn to detect and decode
images.”
The move is part of a wider reform of the
secondary school system promoted last year
by President Nicolas Sarkozy, who believes
France’s rich cinematic heritage is being
sidelined by modern, celebrity-heavy fare.
Each school will have its own club with
a repertoire of 200 films to be used either
during literature or history classes, and
also outside teaching hours.
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/
world/europe/france-brings-in-filmschool-for-iles-enfantsi-1976394.html

The price of reality
The relational aggression - gossip, insults
and dirty looks - on popular reality shows
far exceeds the level seen in equally
popular dramas, comedies and soap operas
according to a new study.
British researcher Sarah Coyne and
associates looked at five reality shows
and five non-reality shows and found
52 acts of aggression per hour on reality
TV compared to 33 per hour for the non-

Expiry date: _____

reality programs. Despite the “reality”
label, half of the aggression appeared to be
incited by producers. One common tactic
is to put participants in a booth and bait
them into saying something nasty about
their competitors.
This finding has implications for parents
making decisions about whether to allow
children to watch these shows. A number
of previous studies, including one by
Coyne, have demonstrated that relational
aggression is likely to be imitated by
viewers, and that realistically portrayed
aggression is more likely to be imitated.
Coynne, S et al (2010) Does reality backbite?
Physical, verbal, and relational aggression
in reality television programs. Journal of
Broadcasting and Electronic Media, 54, 2, 282298.

Mothers launch new media company
A group of US mothers chose Mohers’ Day
to launch a new children’s multi-media
company, The Mother Company (TMC.)
The independently funded company was
born out of concern with the content,
quantity, and pacing of media that children
are exposed to at a young age.
In addition to helping children navigate
social and emotional
issues, TMC
aims to help parents find the tools and
discussions that might alleviate some
of the stress of everyday parenting.
The Los Angeles based company will
produce a series of multi-media educational
products for preschool children age 3-6,
including a series of DVDs, iPhone Apps
and books focused on social and emotional
learning.
http://www.themotherco.com/

KIDS’ TV
A selection of children’s programs screened
on TV during the period
ABC 1

Arthur; dirtgirlworld; Chuggington; Sesame
Street; Yo Gabba Gabba!; Play School; The
Latest Buzz; Lizzie McGuire; Aisling’s
Diary; CJ The DJ; Iggy Arbuckle; Dragon;
Curious George; The Pinky And Perky
Show; Grossology; Gawayn; Serious Ocean;
Connor Undercover; BTN Daily.
ABC 2

Pinky Dinky Doo; Igam Ogam; Poko;
Nanigugu; Connie The Cow; Baby Antonio’s
Circus; The Magic Roundabout; Guess With
Jess; Grandpa In My Pocket; Pororo The
Little Penguin; Humf; Little Princess; Zigby;
Hurray For Huckle; Microscopic Milton;
Laura’s Star; Five Minutes More.
ABC 3

Edgar And Ellen ; King Arthur’s Disasters;
Pat And Stan; The Mr Men Show; Dani’s
House; How To Be Indie; Creature Features;
Pat And Stan; Oggy And The Cockroaches;
Figaro Pho; Kid Vs Kat; Best Ed; Total
Drama Island; Bernard; Letterbox; The Time
Compass.
NICKELODEON

Tak and the Power of Juju; Fairly Odd Parents; Penguins of Madagascar; iCarly; Drake
& Josh; The Wonder Pets!; Yo Gabba Gabba;
Life with Derek; Just Jordan; Zoey 101; True
Jackson VO; Corneil & Bernie; Fanboy and
Chum Chum; Neds Declassified.
DISNEY CHANNEL

The Suite Life of Zack & Cody; Jonas; Pucca;
Yin Yang Yo!; A Kind of Magic; The Wizards
of Waverly Place; The Emperor’s New
School; Stitch!; Sonny with a Chance.
SEVEN

The Fairies; It’s Academic; Saturday Disney;
Legend of Enyo; Trapped.
NINE

Hi-5; Pyramid; Kids’ WB; Dora.
TEN

Toasted TV; Totally Wild; Sumo Mouse;
Scope; K9.

